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NSITEXE selects Imperas RISC-V and Vectors Reference Model

Imperas chosen to verify RISC-V vector instruction extensions for automotive
applications using our simulation. verification and validation technology

We're delighted to announce that Imperas has been selected by NSITEXE, Inc., a group
company of the DENSO Corporation that develops and sells high-performance
semiconductor IPs, for the development and verification of the next generation automotive
processor IP based on RISC-V with vector instruction extensions. These extensions
support complex arithmetic operations required for applications involving linear algebra,
such as AI (Artificial Intelligence) and ML (Machine Learning).  
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OVP and riscvOVPsim RELEASE NEWS

The latest Imperas and OVP release became available in June 2020, reference
20200630.0. See more details at: http://OVPworld.org/dlp
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For an introduction to RISC-V the free single core envelope model, called riscvOVPsim, is
an excellent starting point, which can be configured for all the ratified ISA features and
includes support of the draft specifications for Bit Manipulation and Vectors.

The latest version was uploaded on July 22nd 2020, Version: 20200722.0 and is available
at: https://github.com/riscv/riscv-ovpsim
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